This, his latest book, develops this approach further. In it Arnold takes advantage of his unique
knowledge of pots and potters in Yucatán, built up over more than thirty years of primary fieldwork
between 1965 and 1997. During this time he developed close relationships with potters in the city of
Ticul as he documented their work and lives over periods of considerable social and economic change.
Pottery and its production become the means, perhaps the metaphor, for an analysis of adjustment
and adaptation.
Arnold differentiates himself from much of the well-known tradition of ethnoarchaeology. Indeed his
concern is not directly with setting up models to help explain the past, although he is clear that without
an understanding of the ways in which potters work, think and function archaeologists are flying
blind. As any good scholar should – but as most cannot or do not – Arnold confronts presuppositions
and unconsidered concepts within his own society, both academic and general, which provide, at times,
inappropriate frameworks of thought and analysis. Past trends and current developments in ceramic
archaeology and broader theories of production are neatly summarised in the introductory chapter,
and particular models – especially those of Costin regarding specialisation – become touchstones
which provide a starting point for this engagement.
The substance of the book looks at changes that have taken place in a series of aspects, starting with
the broader social context of the population and organisation of the potting community, and the
demand, consumption and distribution of their wares. This is followed by chapters which examine in
turn the production sequence from clay and temper procurement and related changes in the fabrics,
before dealing with forming and firing. In each case practicalities and processes are discussed, setting
technological changes into the broader social and economic context as more complex systems have
developed with a general trend toward greater specialisation. Reasons for the introduction, adoption
or rejection of innovations and the interrelationship between all elements within the overall system
are carefully considered.
Beyond the close documentation and discussion of these historical developments, Arnold raises the
question of how similar types of change, whether in materials, techniques or products, which can be
identified in the archaeological record, may be explained. The rich, personal anecdotal and broader
quantified basis for models and explanations for change in Ticul are, of course, at an ethnographic
scale of time and observation. Such specifics are not, therefore, available to prehistoric archaeologists
working with far less precision and constantly challenged by patchy sampling of confused discard.
Nevertheless the data, the insights and the underlying critique of broad models and definitions provide
in this, as in Arnold’s previous studies, a stimulus and challenge to the archaeological community.
This book, exploring the interrelationship between technology and society, is as much a contribution
to the development of ceramic archaeology as it is a broad social history of the Ticul community. A
future study looking even more closely at individuals involved in this history is promised, and will add
a further instalment to Arnold’s contribution to the dynamically evolving sub-discipline of ceramic
archaeology.
doi: 10.5334/bha.19106

Darlis A. Miller. 2007. Matilda Coxe Stevenson Pioneering Anthropologist. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press. Hbk. 304pp. ISBN 978-0-8061-3832-9.
Reviewed by Tim Murray
This is another, very welcome, contribution to an increasing literature on the history of anthropology
and archaeology in the south west of the USA. Significantly it is increasing in both senses of the word
– there is a growth in numbers, but also in the significance of the publications. Some, such as this
book, focus on the genesis and early history of ethnography in the region, others on its archaeology.
Very few also tackle the ‘social’ dimension of anthropology – its institutional structures and the social
context of anthropological research. Miller’s book does all this and more.
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Although its primary goal is to rescue the reputation of pioneer ethnographer Matilda Coxe Stevenson,
Miller’s book has a great deal to say about the politics of ethnography and even more to say about the
politics of the Bureau of American Ethnology during the late nineteenth century and the first decade
of the twentieth century. It makes for fascinating reading.
Stevenson was most closely associated with Zuni Pueblo – arriving there first in 1879 and making
roughly twelve field trips there until 1906 (she died in 1915). Stevenson was there at the birth of
southwestern ethnography (indeed she was a pioneer in global terms as well drawing approbation
from none other than E. B. Tylor). Importantly she was also a pioneer ‘professional’ being the first and
only woman who was a permanent employee of the Bureau. Hers is the kind of life that histories of
anthropology and archaeology have tended to ignore – she was no Franz Boas and lacked his influence
and connections. Fortunately for some time we have understood that if historians ignore people such
as Stevenson they lose sight of the ways in which institutions and the people associated with them
actually work. In this sense, while we are rarely confounded by startling new discoveries about the
histories of our discipline, we are made very much richer by the texture and intimacy of the stories
of those workers who have not made it to the disciplinary pantheon.

Hester A. David. 2008. Remembering Awatovi. The Story of an Archaeological
Expedition in northern Arizona 1935–1939. Cambridge, Mass.: Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnography. Pbk. 216pp. ISBN 978-0-87365-911-6.
Reviewed by Tim Murray
This book is a delight. It is a great story very well told. It is a story of interesting (and occasionally
famous) people in a fascinating place, in a supposedly more innocent and gentle time. The production
values are high, the illustrations marvellously evocative. Hester Davis and the Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnography at Harvard have done a simply splendid job of telling the story of
archaeological fieldwork among the Hopi of northern Arizona in the years before the outbreak of
the Second World War. This book is eloquent testimony to the value of meticulous record keeping,
and to the value of archives. It is also an elegant testimony to the changing relationships between
archaeologists and the indigenous groups among which they practice their profession.
This is brought out very clearly in the Hopi history of Awat’ovi , written by Eric Polingyouma of the
Blue Bird Clan, Shungopavi Village.
Awat’ovi is an ancient place. As Davis reminds us it is one of the first villages built on the Hopi Mesas,
starting life around AD 700 before the Hopi settled in the area. The village had a complex and, after
the arrival of the Spaniards, frequently violent history. Villagers joined the pueblo uprising of 1680,
and when the Spanish returned in 1700 the Hopi destroyed the place, and its inhabitants settled
in other villages on the mesas. Were it not for the intention of the Peabody Museum to excavate
Awat’ovi in the 1930s, matters would have rested there. As it was the excavations divided the Hopi
community, with many opposed to it. The excavation stands as an example of what we have moved so
far away from since the genesis of community archaeology – a lack of informed consent, little or no
consultation, and little or no sharing of information, and results.
But Davis’ book is much more than a documentation (and oral history) of what took place during
five years ‘on this last of the grand expeditions in the United States’. This is a book about the social
process of excavation and analysis, about life in camp and the conduct of fieldwork. Through the
detail of journals and record books Davis brings the world of southwestern archaeology in the prewar period to life as few others have. It stands as a significant contribution to the social history of
archaeology itself and deserves a wide readership.
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